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Abstract
High-speed computers are strongly needed not only for solving scientific and
engineering problems, but also for numerous industrial applications. Such
applications include computer-aided design, oil exploration, weather
predication, space applications and safety of nuclear reactors. The rapid
development in VLSI technology makes it possible to implement time
consuming algorithms in real-time situations. Parallel processing approaches
can now be used to reduce the processing-time for models of very high
mathematical structure such as the kinematics molding of robot manipulator.
This system is used to construct and evaluate the performance and cost
effectiveness of several proposed methods to solve the JACOBIAN algorithm.
Parallelism is introduced to the algorithms by using different task-allocations
and dividing the whole job into subtasks. Detailed analysis is performed and
results are obtained for the case of six dof (degree of freedom) robot arms
(Stanford Arm). Execution times comparisons between Von Neumann
(uniprocessor) and parallel processor architectures by using parallel simulator
package (PSIM) are presented. The gained results are much in favour for the
parallel techniques by at least fifty-percent improvements. Of course, further
studies are needed to achieve the convenient and optimum number of
processors has to be done.
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1. Introduction
Industrial robots as shown in Figure (1) are being used more and more in many
industrial fields where they are replacing human operators engaged in tedious,
repetitive or potentially hazardous jobs. A particular point in favor of robots is
that they can be taught to do jobs, which are not amenable to automation or
mechanization through conventional approaches. Robot systems are certainly
only one of the many possible means of automating and simplifying the
production process. They pave the way to a qualitatively new stage of
automation, namely, the development of production system, which would
require a minimum of human attendance. One of the main advantages of
industrial robots is that they can be quickly reprogrammed to undertake tasks
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that differ in sequence and character of manipulation steps. Robots are therefor;
most cost-effective way in conditions of frequent product changes and in
automation of jobs requiring manual unskilled labor. A major share of the
products of the metal- working and machine-building industries comes in low-
volume batches. It is essential to evolve automatic assembly machines suitable
for short and medium production runs. Of no less importance is to ensure fast
retooling of automatic lines and putting them on stream as fast as possible. [1] [2]

Figure 1. Tooi Frame Relative to Base Frame Coordinate systems (C. S)
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2. The Simulated Machine
The simulated machine is the ANUPAM, which is a parallel computer recently
developed at the Bhabha Atomic Research Center, Mumbai, India [3], [4] and
[5]. ANUPAM is a message passing, loosely coupled, Multi-instruction Multi-
data (MIMD) or Single-instruction Multi-data (SIMD) parallel computer based
on bus topology. The computer is built using a number of RISC
microprocessors interconnected using communication links. The system is
based on a cluster approach. Such cluster consists of a master processor and up
to 15 node (or slave) processors slotted into a Multibus-11 backplane. The
clusters are connected to each other by a 16-bit wide SCSIbus. The cluster
consists of an Intel Multibus-11 and up to 15 processors boards that are plugged
into this Multibus with other peripheral boards link disk controller, network
controller, etc. Each processor board consists of an Intel i860 processor
running at 40 MHz, 16 to 64 MB of DRAM memory, an Intel 82389 message-
passing coprocessor (MPC) chip for data transfer, direct memory access,
programmable interrupt controller (PIC) and other associated devices or chips.
The Master processor runs the UNIX operating system and handles all system
management etc. The Slave processors act as live backend computer engines
for executing user programs. A user program has to be written as a Master
program and a Slave program keeping in mind that all operating system
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related activities have to be kept in the master. Thus, the user has to
parallellize his program because there is no automatic parallelizer program in
existence.

2.1. Parallel Simulators
Computer simulation and modeling techniques are being used now as a low
alternative or complement technique to conventional experimental or prototype
methods. Simulation studies has a valuable role to play at all levels of design
and performance analysis of multiprocessor or multi computer systems, from
architecture run time system to algorithms and application. Two types of
simulators have been designed and developed for the ANUPAM system. There
are the parallel simulator package (PSIM) and parallel virtual machine (PVM)
[6] [7] [8] and [9].

2.2. PSIM and PVM
PSIM is a set of tools, which simulates the ANUPAM on a normal sequential
machine. The job of the parallel simulator is to provide the same environment
to the user on a machine in which the real parallel hardware is not actually
installed. The user is able to develop his program and execute it on the
sequential machine. Since a parallel job consists of several concurrent
processes, the simulator should run all these processes together and take care of
any data communication [3] and [8]. PVM, on the other hand, enables a
collection of heterogeneous computers to be viewed as a single parallel
machine. The programming philosophy of PVM is based on communicating
sequential processes. That is, the user develops his parallel application as a set
of processes, which communicate with each other. PVM provides the
primitives for this communication. Also, it takes care of message routing and
other incompatibles among the heterogeneous machine constituting the virtual
machine [9]. However, only the PSIM simulator is now employed, and all
results presented in this paper have been developed on it. Most of the parallel
programs developed in the world are based on the paradigm of
"communicating sequential processes". This specifically means that a parallel
job should be made up of several constituent sequential processes each of them
performs distinctive task. These processes should run concurrently on different
processors. Thus completing the total job ideally in (t/n) units of time where (t)
is the time required for execution in a sequential machine and (n) is the number
of processors running concurrently. Obviously, there is no problem which can
be divided into (n) distinct tasks such that, each task is totally data independent
of other tasks. To be able to run these simultaneously, they should be able to
communicate with each other and exchange data among themselves.
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2.3 Message Passing
PSIM simulator uses Message Passing type of communications. This means
that, the several CPUs that make up the system are completely independent of
each other, having their own memory and local bus. The CPUs execute
different copies of the program and operate on different data residing in their
own local memory. In case that any exchange of data is needed between
processors, the data is transmitted from the sender processor to the receiver
processor in the form of a message. This message can be physically
transmitted on a high-speed bus or through specialized hardware links.
Basically, a job to be run on PSIM consists of tow programs called master
program and slave program. One main feature of the PSIM parallel simulator
is the support for Fortran and C languages. Thus, programs written in Fortran
(like ours) and C can be run using PSIM. Run time libraries for both Fortran
and C are available. Those include Initialization calls, Termination calls,
Communication calls and Miscellaneous calls. These library calls are
available for both master and slave processors [8].

3. Fast Robot Kinematics Modeling by Using PSIM

3.1 General Background
Parallel processing approaches can now be used to reduce the processing time
for models of very complex mathematical structure such as the kinematics
modeling of robot manipulators. We used network as shown in figure (2) below
to control the robot arm.

The problem is solved for a six degree of freedom (dof) robot arm (Stanford
arm). [10], [11], [2], [12]

Figure 2. Network between Master Processor and Slaves Processors

P0 (master processor)

P2 (slave processor)

A robot arm consists of a chain of (AO rigid links. The links figure (3) are
arranged such that link (i) is connected to a preceding link (i-l) and following
link (z+1). In robot manipulators, two types of joints exist, transnational and
rotational joints. The transnational joints are such that the adjacent links
translate linearly to each other along the joint axis, while the rotational motion
adjacent links are to rotate with respect to each other about the joint axis.
Therefor, the links (i) motion with reference to the link (i-l) depends only on
one variable, rotation 6t or translation d; [10] [2] and [12]
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Figure 3. Robot Arm Links Arrangement

Link /-

Joint;-l

Generally, the robot base is considered to be link (0). The last one, link (N)
carries a gripper (hand) or tool (drill, pincer) and is called the end effector of
the robot. The location of an object in space is determined by six degrees of
freedom (dof), three of which represent position and other three orientations. If
a task is performed in space without constraints, 6 dof are necessary. But if the
task is performed in a plane, only 3 dof are necessary.
The choice of the computer architecture used to control the robot is of great
importance. Most of the algorithms used for controlling the various aspects of
the motion of a robot are complicated and involve trigonometric functions,
multiplication and/or inversion of matrices. In addition, many of these
calculations have real-time constraints in that, they must be computed within
some small time period or the robot control loop may become unstable. [12]

3.2. Problem Formulation
The Jacobian
Several remarks are in order with regard to the Jacobian (J). First, it relates
changes in joint space to changes in Cartesian space. Hence (J) is necessary in
any Cartesian-based control scheme. Second, it is not a constant matrix, but
depends on the arm configuration. This fact makes real-time computation a
major challenge.

AX=J(6>)*A0 (1)
Where: x is the Cartesian coordinates vector, and 0 is the position vector of
joint angles.
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Nomenclature
The well-known conventions first proposed by Denavit and Hartenberg are
used [12]. The main idea is to assign a coordinate frame to each link with the
z-axis along the joint axis. This gives rise to four transformation, the rotation
angle (di) which rotates about the ZM, translation of distance dj along the Zn, aj
the shortest distance between ZM and Z{ (link length), and rotation angle (di)
about the 2, ( t w i s t anS l e)- F r o m t h e s e parameters a 4*4 homogeneous
transformation matrix is produced At

Ar

Cos0«

Sin*,

0

0

SinOiCosCCj

CosOiCos(Xj

Sin££;

0

-Cosdi Sin CC

Cosa,
0

(2)

Where (di: The rotation angle, rf.: The transnational joint, # . : The angle

between joint direction and vertical, Q. : The link length.).

For a revolute joint, d-, changes while dh at and (%. remain constant. For a

transnational joint dj is changing and ai=0. To achieve transformation between
different coordinate.
Frames a matrix bold Tn is defined such that:

r ~~~ A r . A _ . A ^ A . A _ . A , I s I »

By using these matrices the derivation of (J) for a six dof robot arm, as given
by Paul (1981), is as follows:

=J1

=J2

=J3

=J4

=J5

= J6

; = r i l 2 ^ =A2*A3*A4*A5*A6

Where J/ =Joint (i)

4. Parallelization:
For more information, refer to [12], PO (master processor) send (61-66) to
slave processors (P}, P2 and P3y
(91,92) to PI, (63,64) to P2 and (65,66) to P3.
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Pi = compute the fourth, fifth and six columns of (J)
P2 = compute the second and third columns of (J)
P3 = compute the first columns of (J)

4.1. The Parallization Algorithm
4.1.1 The master algorithm at processor (Po)
(A)
Send 0, and 82 to P3

Send e3 and 04 to P2

Send 6S and 86 to Pj
(B)
Receive J} from P3

Receive J2 and J3 from P2

Receive J4, J5> J6 from Pj

4.1.2 The slave algorithm (p/, p2andp3)
This stage is divided into 3 sub-stages working in parallel together, but each
sub-stage is running sequentially.
(a) Processor Pj
- Form A5 and A6

- Multiply As by A6 to form T6
4.

- Send T6
4 to P2 and P3 receive A4 from P2.

- Multiply A4 by T6
4.

- J4=A4*T6
4:

- J5=T6
4.

- J6=A6.
- Send J4, J5 and J6 to Po.
(b) Processor P2

- Form A3 and A4.
- Multiply A3 by A4 and store in T,.
- Send T, and A4 to P3 and Ph and receive r / from P} and v42 from P3.
- Multiply the Tj * T6

4 to form r / and A2 * T6
2 to form T6

3

- J>- T\

. Send J2 and J3 to Po

(^Processor P3

- Form^/ and ^ 2

- Multiply ^ ; by ^ 2 and store in T2

- Send ^ 2 to P2 and receive T; from P2 an

- Multiply Tj*T2* T6
4 to form rtf°

- J,= 'T6°
- Send J} to Po
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4.2. The Algorithm Operation
The algorithm will work as follows
1-Pj compute J4,js,J6
2- P2 compute/?, j 3

3- P* computey"/
Pi:

^z'=AI * A3 * M * AS * M = T \ * AI=T\
Jl= Tile^ = Al* A2* A3* M* A5* A6 = T\* Al

5. Conclusion:

PSIM is being used to investigate the fast robot kinematics modeling. The
results as illustrated in figures 4,5,6 and 7 indicate the speedup is improve and
increases almost by the double; and time taken to execute and solve the
kinematics modeling decreases to half. However, the efficiency decreases
somehow, because of the communication time between the slave processors
and master processor.
In recapitulation parallelism has proven to be a convenient technique for robot
application. Figures 8,9 and 10 indicate that, the best speedup is achieved at
four processors. On, the other hand if the number of processors is increased, the
speedup will be dramatically decreased. That is mainly dye to the processors
communication time which is highly increased compared to the processing
(problem solving) time.
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The persistent question that is invariably asked when mention
is made of the Alexandria Library, is how the greatest
collection of books in the ancient world came to an end.

To cut a long story short, we know that there were two
principle centres wherein the books were kept: the Royal
Library, located close to the harbour within the precincts of
the royal palaces, and the Daughter Library, incorporated in
the Sarapeum, south of the city.

The Royal Library
The Royal Library was an unfortunate casualty of war. In 48
BC, Caesar found himself involved in a civil war between
Cleopatra and her brother Ptolemy XIII. Caesar sided with
Cleopatra and was soon besieged by land and sea by the
Ptolomaic forces. He realised that his only chance lay in
setting fire to the enemy fleet and it was by this drastic
measure that he managed to gain the upper hand. But the fire,
in the words of Plutarch, spread from the dockyards and
destroyed the "Great Library" (megale bibliotheke) [ Caes.
49]. :

The Daughter Library
As regards the Daughter Library, it continued to function
throughout the Roman period under the protection of the
Sarapeum. Nevertheless, with the end of paganism and the
ascendancy of Christianity in the fourth century, the
Sarapeum lost its sanctity. In 391, when the Emperor
Theodisius ordained the destruction of all pagan temples,
contemporary eyewitnesses assert that the Sarapeum, together
with all its contents, suffered complete annihilation. [Rufinus,
H.E. 2. 23-30; Eunapius, vit. Aedesii, 77-8; Socrates, H.E.
5.16.].

The Arab Conquest
Thus, when the Arabs conquered Egypt in 642, the
Alexandria Library no longer existed. It is noteworthy that no
historians of the conquest, whether Byzantine or Arab, ever
mention any accident that could have occurred to the Library.
It was not until six centuries later, during the time of the
Crusades, when all of a sudden a story emerges, claiming that
the Arab general Amr Ibn Al-As, had destroyed the books by
using them as fuel for the baths! [Ibn Al-Quifti 354].

Modern scholarship has proved beyond any doubt that this
story was a twelfth century fabrication, resulting from war
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